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To discover more, click here. To book your vehicle in for a windscreen repair or  
replacement, contact our team on 0370 0120 301 or via the AlphaGuide app.

Your vehicle's windscreen is far more than just a piece of glass to keep the wind and rain out, many  
windscreens include ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) and represents up to 30% of your  vehicle's 
structural strength. Your windscreen is one of the most integral parts of your vehicle and is the  most 
vulnerable to damage. Therefore it pays to look after your vehicle's glass correctly. Follow our guide  to 
improve driver safety and reduce glass replacement and repair costs. In the unlikely event that you  require a 
new windscreen, please ensure that ADAS where fitted, is fully calibrated.

Don’t Do

Be tempted to use boiling water to clear a  
frozen windscreen. It could lead to your  
windscreencracking.

Use de-icer and a scraper to remove ice. Using a credit  
card, CD case or any other device may scratch the  
windscreen.

Clear only a small area of windscreen in front of the  
driver’s seat. Your view will be seriously restricted.

Clear the whole windscreen, inside and out, before  
setting off (don’t forget front and rear side windows  
and sidemirrors).

Think you can ignore a chip. Minor windscreen damage
can turn into a crack and mean your whole windscreen
may needreplacing.

Report minor chip damage to your windscreen  
immediately. Chips are less expensive to repair than a  
crack.

Use your wipers to clear a frozen windscreen. This may  
damage them and reduce their performance.

Clean wipers on a regular basis, also keep an eye out for  
splits.

Follow cars too closely or you risk road debris being  
thrown up and causing damage to your windscreen.

Maintain a safe distance from the car in front ofyou.

Use water as washer fluid. It is less effective  
and will freeze in cold conditions.

Keep your windscreen washer fluid levels topped up 
and always use manufacturer recommended 
screenwash.

Forget about sunny conditions. Ensure wipers are clear of  
dust and dirt to avoid damage to the windscreen and  
maintain visibility.

Protect your vehicle from freezing by using a suitable  
overnight covering or by parking your car in a garage if  
possible.
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Keep your distance 
Chips and cracks in your windscreen or car windows occur when rocks, stones, debris or other objects impact the glass. This 
generally happens due to the vehicle in front flinging up debris or small rocks. If you maintain a good distance away from the 
vehicle in front of you when you’re going fast on the motorway, the chances of chipping or breaking your windscreen are much 
reduced. Try to stay at least two car lengths away from the car in front of you when on the motorway. On urban roads consider
the road conditions, if the road is not in great condition with a smooth surface then again ensure you keep your distance for the 
vehicle in front.

Reduce your speed
The faster you go, the more likely it is that any rock or object that hits your windscreen will cause a greater impact.

Pay attention to weather reports
Many windscreen damages can be caused by hailstorms or other weather conditions. For this reason, pay attention to weather 
reports. If bad weather is expected find somewhere to park with a roof or shelter. If this is not possible then try not to park near 
trees where debris can fall on to your vehicle and cause damage.

Examine your windscreen regularly 
Some chips are so small that they go unnoticed. If you don’t happen to see them right away, the chances are you will soon as 
they grow in size and cause more irreparable damage to your windscreen meaning a replacement will be required which costs on 
average about 90% more than a repair.

Get chips repaired immediately 
As per the previous note any chip, no matter how small, should be repaired the moment you see it. If you leave it, the crack could 
expand to a point of cracking across the whole windscreen at the slightest impact or change in weather conditions. In addition, if 
you have a chip and keep driving, dirt and debris are likely to get caught inside the impact point, making repair either very difficult 
or even impossible.

What to do if you get a chip or crack 
While there are many things you can do to prevent damage to your windscreen, there are also many things you cannot control. If 
the unexpected happens, and you cannot get the damage repaired immediately due to work or personnel commitments, there 
are a few things you can do to prevent further damage. 
– Place clear tape, no other type of tape, over the damage to prevent debris or dirt from embedding in the crack.
– Do not wash the car.
– Do not push or put pressure on the crack from the inside or outside.
– Do not put glue or other adhesives into the crack.
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